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WHAT WE SOLVE
In order to expand the growth of enterprises, we recognize that the management and
human resources department of companies continue to seek for not only potential but
candidates with capabilities. We also know that the curriculum skills from
Universities are often more general and basic, which may create a large deviation
from what the company's needs. Though there are a great needs of companies and lots
of new graduates every year, to complete this pairing process is still very difficult.
We expected that through the collaboration we are able to offer you with an optional
but attractive hiring plan and SunnyFuture can also become a more effective
vocational training platform.

WHAT WE DID
The hopes of SunnyFuture is to become the bridge to eliminate this generation gap.
On one hand new graduates are able to quickly adapt to company's needs, and on the
other hand the company truly hire a qualified employee with lots of potential. In the
past year and a half, we have achieved more than expected. Currently, there have
been around 100 new graduates that have been successfully employed through our
training. We provide recent graduates with efficient professional technical training,
practical project preparation, and multi-cultural communication skills. With these
trainings, it has shortened the cost and period of adaptation of students after
entering the company, and successfully ensuring they passed the company's probation
period.

PROJECT GOALS
Build a mutually beneficial business
relationship within the screening
process.
Provide a reliable additional source of
hiring for companies
Provide valuable job or interview
opportunities for international new
graduates
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STEP 1
Acknowledge your company's staffing needs
Once we have established a solid connection, we wish to further understand your
company's recruitment needs through internal channels for efficiency.
Exchange positions information through LinkedIn message or direct mail.
Whenever your company has a new job opening which is not yet released on the job
market, you can send us a notification and a brief about the role, and we will soon
send you back with the qualified candidates information .

STEP 2
Conduct an internal screening from our pool of talents
We have a large pool of candidates that are well-prepared for the upcoming job
opportunities and challenges. However, not everyone acquires the right skills for the
role; as a result, we will perform an internal screening on our candidates, and to filter
the most qualified ones. We promise the candidates that we select will for sure match
with every of your job requirements.

STEP 3
Provide candidates information as your extra source of
hiring
After conducting the internal screening by our team, we will then send you all the
relevant information, including resume, cover letter, and work permit/visa (if
applicable). If there are any missing materials, we will fill up as soon as possible.
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BENEFITS
The service that we provide will cost $0 of your company overall
hiring budget.

Provide an extendable resource
Reduce hiring risk
Accelerate recruiting process
Provide economical & flexible

Company

HR plan

Build bridge solution

SunnyFuture

Improve employment
successful rate
Understand career trend

Swift job plan
Adapt quickly to company
requirements
Maximize career potential
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OUR PREVIOUS WORK
We have worked with many companies from different sectors before. Our aim is to
maximize the career potential of candidates, and to help employers spot the right
talents.

OTHER

COMMERCIAL
BANK

Here are companies,
various from the
banking sector to the
IT industry, that we
have worked with
previously.

FUTURE PARTNERSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES
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OUR CANDIDATES
We have successfully helped hundreds of new graduates to land their dream job in
Canada, and here are the variety of positions that our candidates have filled in with.
Software developer

Tester

Technical Support

Customer representative

Front-End developer

Implementation Specialist

Web developer

Online banking developer

Drafter

Financial advisor

Software Engineer

Project Coordinator

Software application

Quality analyst

Digital marketing

developer
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